
PTM Invest holding a.s.



Our holding presents and offers you

Light and mobile halls

and we would like to introduce them
to you



Tarpaulin, temporary, modular and permanent halls
Looking for a quick solution for building a warehouse? Do you want to expand your existing 
warehouse? We offer the manufacture and assembly of mobile warehouses with huge variability. We 
offer our large tents, mobile sheds and hangars as the ideal solution for building spare storage space, 
expanding your production area or covering space on your property for short or long term use. 
Prefabricated shelter systems are designed with lightweight, quality and robust steel construction for 
easy assembly, disassembly and the ability to relocate to suit your current needs. Prefabricated sheds 
adapt to your dimensions, shapes and location options. We offer our customers a fast and efficient 
solution for building additional space. Renting mobile halls on very favourable financial terms will help 
you solve the problem of building new premises in a short time. It will provide you with quality facilities 
for your company, products and products. We offer large halls of different types and sizes. 
Multifunctional uses such as storage and production halls, garages, airport hangars, sales facilities, 
sports halls and complexes, agricultural and storage halls, stables, workshops, recreational facilities, 
etc.



Realizations and moore types













Thank you for the 
opportunity to present. 

Contact our company. 



Contacts:

 Residence:
PTM Invest holding a.s. 
Beranových 735
199 00 Praha 9
Czech Republic

 Office:
Drtinova 221/10
503 11 Hradec Králové 
Czech Republic

 CEO: +420 776 271 800; miroslav.panacek@ptmas.cz

 Executive assistant: +420 778 744 581; info@ptmas.cz

 www.ptmas.cz
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